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	  INTRO:
VERSE 
              C# 
You say that it s alright 
               F# 
Right when we live in pieces  
      Bbm         Ab 
But pieces fall apart 
           C# 
A part of you is missing 
    F# 
Mr done with thinking 
   Bbm               Ab 
I think we went too far 

                   C#                  F# 
Now every time we talk we say a little less 
                   Bbm                  Ab 
And every time we kiss it ends up in a mess 

             C# 
You say that it s alright  
                F# 
Right when we live in pieces  
     Bbm           Ab 
But pieces fall apart 
     Ebm             F# 
The pieces of my heart 

        C# 
No you can t fake love  
              Fm 
Love ain t a game you play 
             F# 
You play it from the start 
               Bbm   Ab 
It starts and ends today 
            C# 
Today I ve had enough 
            Fm 
Enough to give you up 
             F# 
I m up and out this place 
               Bbm      Ab 



A place where you can t get me  
       F# 
Woah oh oh oh 
         C# 
Woah oh oh oh (X3) 
     Ab 
Woah oh 

VERSE 
              C# 
And when we started out 
             F# 
Out in those I love you days 
     Bbm                 Ab 
The days that seemed so bright 
               C# 
You brightened up inside 
            F# 
The side of you I loved 
            Bbm         Ab 
The love we had you crucified 

                     C# 
Now every time we laugh 
                     F# 
It seems to make me cry 
                    Bbm  
And when we say the truth 
                    Ab 
We re only telling lies 
             C# 
But when we started out 
              F# 
Out in those I love you days 
      Bbm                Ab 
The days that seemed so bright 
     Ebm             Ab 
But I can t make it right 

        C# 
No you can t fake love  
              Fm 
Love ain t a game you play 
             F# 
You play it from the start 
               Bbm   Ab 
It starts and ends today 
            C# 
Today I ve had enough 



            Fm 
Enough to give you up 
             F# 
I m up and out this place 
               Bbm      Ab 
A place where you can t get me  

         F# 
Woah oh oh oh 
         C# 
Woah oh oh oh X3 
     Ab 
Woah oh 

BRIDGE 
Ebm               Fm          F# 
So watch me run away now, way now 
        Bbm                    Ab 
Cause now I m gunna break out, break out 
Ebm                  Fm            F#    (No chord) 
I ll break into the place where I m alive, no  

C# 
Can t fake love 
c#               F# 
Can t fake love, no 

        C# 
No you can t fake love  
              Fm 
Love ain t a game you play 
             F# 
You play it from the start 
               Bbm   Ab 
It starts and ends today 
            C# 
Today I ve had enough 
            Fm 
Enough to give you up 
             F# 
I m up and out this place 
               Bbm      Ab 
A place where you can t get me  

         F# 
Woah oh oh oh 
         C# 



Woah oh oh oh X3 
     Ab 
Woah oh 
              C# 
You say that it s alright 
               F# 
Right when we live in pieces 
     Ebm          Ab 
But pieces fall apart 
	  


